This paper presents novel feature extraction and classification methods for online handwritten Chinese character recognition (HCCR). The X-graph and Y -graph transformation is proposed for deriving a feature, which shows useful properties such as invariance to different writing styles. Central to the proposed method is the idea of capturing the geometrical and topological information from the trajectory of the handwritten character using the X-graph and the Y-graph. For feature size reduction, the Haar wavelet transformation was applied on the graphs. For classification, the coefficient of determination (R 2 p ) from the two-dimensional unreplicated linear functional relationship model is proposed as a similarity measure. The proposed methods show strong discrimination power when handling problems related to size, position and slant variation, stroke shape deformation, close resemblance of characters, and non-normalization. The proposed recognition system is applied to a database with 3000 frequently used Chinese characters, yielding a high recognition rate of 97.4% with reduced processing time of 75.31%, 73.05%, 58.27% and 40.69% when compared with recognition systems using the city block distance with deviation (CBDD), the minimum distance (MD), the compound Mahalanobis function (CMF) and the modified quadratic discriminant function (MQDF), respectively. High precision rates were also achieved.
Introduction
The problem of handwritten Chinese character recognition (HCCR) has received considerable attention from the research community due to its wide-ranging applications, which include text entry for form filling, message composition in mobile, computer-aided education, personal digital assistants (PDA) and handwritten document retrieval. However, HCCR is different from handwriting recognition of other languages. It poses a special challenge due to a complex structure, a large shape variation, a large character set and many instances of highly similar characters in Chinese words. Furthermore, even for the same character, there is a large variation in its graphical pattern because of the variability in writing styles of different writers. The area of handwriting recognition can be divided into two different categories: offline and online approaches. This study will concentrate on the latter.
Feature extraction (Michalak and Kwaśnicka, 2006; Swiniarski, 2001 ) and classification (Miquelez et al., 2004; Fujarewicz and Wiench, 2003) are crucial to a recognition system. However, defining a feature vector for handwritten Chinese character recognition is not trivial. A high recognition rate (accuracy and precision) can be achieved by investigating the use of various features. Feature extraction schemes can be classed into three categories: structural, statistical and hybrid statisticalstructural . Structural approaches such as the attributed relational graph (ARG) (Liu et al., 1996) and the fuzzy attributed relational graph (FARG) (Zheng et al., 1997) are amongst the earliest and most widely used methods. The increase in character complexity, for example, the increase in the number of strokes, will increase the size of the feature vector and subsequently influence recognition rates. Numerical measurements that describe the structure can be used to develop statistical approaches due to its computational efficiency. An alternative to the number of strokes, the number of occurrences for stroke directions of each character can be used to describe the structure (Kawamura et al., 1992; Kimura et al., 1997) . The structural approach and statistical ideas have been combined, (for example, the hidden Markov model (HMM) (Shimodaira et al., 2003; Takahashi et al., 1997) ), as an efficient way of temporal modeling.
Many distance measures for online character recognition have been developed which include modified quadratic discriminant functions (MQDFs) (Kimura et al., 1987) , support vector machines (SVMs) (Gao et al., 2002) , neural networks (NNs) (Romero et al., 1995) , compound Mahalanobis functions (CMF) (Suzuki et al., 1997) and the city block distance with deviation (CBDD) (Kato et al., 1999) . These distance measures achieve a high recognition rate in HCCR. Applications for embedded systems employ simple distance measures such as the minimum distance (MD) classifier (Gonzalez and Woods, 1993) for limited storage consideration but may face problems with character shape deformation. These methods require normalization, which uses methods that may incur costs in terms of time.
This paper proposes a novel HCCR system using features extracted from the X-graph and the Y-graph. The sequence of points (x t ,y t ), 1 ≤ t ≤ N, where t, N ∈ Z + , obtained from the trajectory of handwritten Chinese character, is transformed into two separated graphs, firstly the graph of the x-coordinate versus the time sequence (called the X-graph), and secondly the graph of the y-coordinate versus the time sequence (called the Y-graph). The Xgraph (or the Y-graph) may be treated as a discrete signal, x = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x N ). The Haar wavelet transform was applied to handle the dimensionality problem. The coefficient of determination (R 2 p ) for the two-dimensional unreplicated linear functional relationship model is proposed as a similarity measure and used for estimating recognition rates.
The main experiment in this study involved comparing a hand-written version of Chinese characters from the database CL2009. This study will describe the database or library of characters in the next section. Section 3 explains how the online handwritten characters were obtained, and the process of normalization and feature extraction is described. This is followed by the classification procedure in Section 4. Results and discussions are detailed in Section 5.
Database
HCL2000, ETL9B and CASIA are commonly used databases in Chinese character recognition, with some details given in Table 1 . The number of classes is defined as the number of different characters, whereas a sample is defined as the character reproduced by different writers for each class (or character). The HCL2000 database was used by Long and Jin (2008) as well as Liu and Ding (2005) , the ETL9B database by Dong et al. (2005) as well as Gao and Liu (2008) , and the CASIA database by Gao and Liu (2008) , respectively. The existing databases (Table 1) store many samples of different writing styles for each character, in order to cope with the problem of handwriting variation of different writers. This technique is faced with the problem of a large storage space. This study considers situations for a limited storage space only. In particular, only one sample of each character is available in the database.
A new database with only a single sample for each character will be created, namely, CL2009. This database is based on the Jun Das modern Chinese character frequency list (Dan, 2004) , collected from a large corpus of Chinese texts obtained from online sources. 3000 frequently used simplified Chinese characters are selected and reproduced individually by an expert in songti, thus creating the characters in our database. A subset of CL2009 is given in Fig. 1 . 
Experiment
The recognition system was developed on a Dell Vostro 1400 N-Series notebook with an Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Duo Efficient online handwritten Chinese character recognition system. . . (Dan, 2004) 3000 1
729
Processor T5470 and 1GB (2 × 512 MB) 667MHz Dual Channel DDR2 SDRAM. The programming environment used is MATLAB and the implementations only utilize one CPU core. Two writers reproduce each of the 3000 characters in CL2009 only once. Each writer was given one week to complete the reproduction process under similar conditions. The first writer (A) has more than 15 years of experience with Chinese characters, whereas the second writer (B) has six years of experience. The Wacom Intuos 3 pen tablet was used by each writer for the reproduction process. For each character, 128 points are used to represent each stroke. Thus, a w-stroke character, for example, will have a total of 128 × w points.
Samples of 20 characters from Writer A and Writer B illustrate the size, slant and position variation, as well as character deformation as given in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively.
Once a character is written, it is cropped and normalized (or otherwise). This is followed by extracting the feature vector from the X-graph and Y-graph, which include using the Haar wavelet transformation for reducing the dimension. The derived feature vector is subjected to two-stage classification procedures: firstly, the rough classification, and secondly, the fine classification.
The proposed recognition system (Fig. 4) is compared with four other systems using the city block distance with deviation (CBDD), the minimum distance (MD), the compound Mahalanobis function (CMF) and the modified quadratic discriminant function (MQDF). The experiment was carried out for both normalized and non-normalized characters. 3.1. Cropping. Given the sequence of points for an input character, the maximum x and y coordinates and also their corresponding minimum were determined. Then, a subset of the original image, labeled as the subarea, (y min : y max , x min : x max ) (from row y min to row y max and column x min to column x max ) was cropped (Fig. 5 ).
Normalization. The sequence of points [x ?t,y ?t ],
which ranges within the cropped subarea is normalized to the size of 128 × 128:
An illustration of normalization is given in Figs. 5 and 6. The linear normalization (LN) method (Saeed, 2000; Deepu et al., 2004) is preferred in our experiment over non-linear normalization (NLN) (Casey, 1970, Liu et al.; 2003, Liu and Marukawa, 2004; Horiuchi et al., 1997) . 
X-graph and Y-graph.
The X-graph is defined as {t, x t }, 1 ≤ t ≤ N = 128 × w, where x t is the value of the x-coordinate of a point on the character in position (space) t. The Y-graph {t, y t } is similarly defined. The subscript t in {t, x t } and {t, y t } depends on the stroke direction, order and number, thus preventing the possibility of different patterns for the same character. In the example shown in Fig. 7 , the values in the X-graph drop while in the Y-graph the values rise when the first stroke is written, whereas in the case of the second (horizontal) stroke (this order is also fixed in the Chinese character) the values in the Xgraph rise while the corresponding values for the Y-graph remain unchanged. The process was repeated until the 7-th stroke. Consequently, the feature vectors obtained are
representing the X-graph and Y-graph, respectively. 3.4. Haar wavelet transform. Wavelet transformation (Shioyama et al., 1998; Huang and Huang, 2001 ) was used to reduce the dimension of the feature vector. Although there are many different wavelet families, such as Haar, Daubechies, Coiflet, Symmlet and Mallat, only the Haar wavelet transformation will be considered due to its simplicity. The Haar wavelet reduces the size of the feature vector by creating two new sequences of points
, which are known as approximation and detailed coefficients, respectively. Only the approximation vector a j will be used. In particular,
represents the X-graph and 
Classification
Compared with numerals and alphabets, the number of Chinese character sets is extremely large. Hence, in order to speed up the recognition system, the classification process is separated into two stages: rough classification and fine classification.
Rough classification.
The number of strokes in each character, w for all characters in CL2009, is determined as follows:
where N is a multiple of 128 (see Section 3). Characters with the same number of strokes are gathered in one group. Rough classification takes into account the number of strokes only. Defining a character by the number of strokes may create fewer classes of characters that need to be considered and possibly help to speed up the recognition system.
Fine classification.
After the rough classification stage, the process of fine classification is applied sequentially to each class obtained. Within each class, a given feature vector a j (from a given writer) is compared with all the b j vectors (from CL2009) within the given class according to some predefined distance measures described in Sections 4.2.1-4.2.4. Generally, a small distance value indicates that the character represented by a j belongs to the same class as b j .
City block distance with deviation (CBDD).
Define the D-dimensional handwritten character as a and the M character classes in the database as
The city block distance with deviation (CBDD) measure (Kato et al., 1999 ) is defined as
for a class b i , where s j denotes the standard deviation of the j-th element, and θ is a constant. Kato et al., (1999) claim that variations of handwritten characters be taken into account in the city block distance measure.
Minimum distance (MD).
One way to determine the class membership of an unknown input character a is to assign it to the character class of its closest prototype. To determine the closeness, the Euclidean distance is used:
for class b i , i = 1, 2, . . . , M, where h = (h T h) 1/2 is the Euclidean norm. Without loss of generality, it is equivalent to evaluating the functions
Equation (8) is, therefore, the discriminant function of the minimum distance (MD), as mentioned by Gonzalez and Woods (1993) . The MD classifier is also known as a 1-nearest neighbor (NN) rule.
Modified quadratic discriminant function (MQDF).
The modified quadratic discriminant function (MQDF) was originally proposed by Kimura et al. (1987) . It is a modified version of the ordinary QDF, in which the complexity of the QDF is reduced by replacing the minor eigenvalues of the covariance matrix of each class with a constant. The MQDF is defined as
where u i is the mean of the i-th class for i = 1, 2, . . . , M, λ ij denotes the eigenvalues (in descending order) of Σ i (the covariance matrix of the i-th class) for j = 1, . . . , D, φ ij are the ordered eigenvectors, δ i is a constant replacing the minor eigenvalues and K denotes the number of dominant eigenvectors.
Compound Mahalanobis function (CMF).
The compound Mahalanobis function (CMF) (Suzuki et al., 1997 ) is a discriminant function which improves the discriminant performance of the ordinary Mahalanobis distance (MD), by projecting the difference class-mean feature vectors of two similar classes onto a certain subspace such that the two similar classes can be clearly differentiated.
Let b 1 and b 2 be two similar classes. We denote by λ 1 , λ 2 , . . . , λ D the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix of classes b 1 , where λ j ≥ λ j+1 , j = 1, 2, . . . , D − 1 and by φ j the eigenvectors which correspond to λ j . The difference between classes b 1 and b 2 is considered to be clearly demonstrated in a subspace constructed by the eigenvectors φ K+1 , φ K+2 , . . . , φ D and, hence, the CMF for class b 1 is defined as
where u is the class-mean vector of class b 1 , Q is a bias, μ is the weighting parameter and δ 1 is a projective vectors for b 1 as shown in the following:
where v is the mean vector of b 2 and ψ is a unit vector obtained by projecting the difference classmean vectors (u − v) onto a subspace constructed by φ K+1 , φ K+2 , . . . , φ D and normalizing the length to 1. In the same way, we can calculate CMF 2 (a, v) for class b 2 . Finally, the two classes are differentiated by comparing CMF 1 (a, u) and CMF 2 (a, v). 
Proposed R
where α = [α 1 , α 2 ] is the intercept vector and β is the slope of the functional model. Assume that ε j and δ j are mutually independent and normally distributed random variables with mean 0 but different variances Ω 11 = τ 2 I and Ω 22 = σ 2 I, i.e., ε j ∼ N(0, Ω 11 ) and δ j ∼ N(0, Ω 22 ), where I is the identity matrix. Equations (12)- (14) are called the multidimensional unreplicated linear functional relationship (MULFR) model. Note that there is only one relationship between the two variables A j and B j . It can be shown that if the ratio of the error variances is equal to one, i.e., σ/τ = λ = 1 , then the maximum likelihood estimators for α , β , σ 2 and A j are given below:
According to Chang et al. (2009) , the coefficient of determination for the MULFR can be defined as
The residual sum of squares (SS E ) and the regression sum of squares (SS R ) are given as follows:
The quantity R 2 p measures the proportion of variation on a character in the database explained by the input character. We would like the similarity measure to satisfy the following conditions.
Property 1: Boundedness
To date, there is no standard range for a similarity or dissimilarity measure between characters. For example, the peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) (Battaglia, 1996) 
Property 2 
This indicates that R 2 p is non-symmetric when k = 1. In order to solve this problem, we regard the character in the database or the input character, whichever has larger variance, as A, and the other character as B. With this arrangement, the full range 0 ≤ R 2 p ≤ 1 will be granted. Otherwise, Eqn. (23) 
Results and discussion
Some parameters used in distance measures need to be defined before performing experiments. Selected parameter values are as follows:
(i) CBDD: θ = 1.2, as stated by Kato et al. (1999) .
(ii) MQDF: K = 1 since there is only one sample for each character in the database and hence it results in only one dominant eigenvalue.
δ i = 1.3641, in which it is made class independent and equals the average of all eigenvalues of all classes. Note that, as stated by Long and Jin (2008) , the performance of the classifier is superior when setting, the constant class independent rather than class dependent.
(iii) CMF: p, K = 1 (refer to (ii). Q = 1.3641, which is the average of all eigenvalues of all classes. μ = 2.8, as stated by Suzuki et al. (1997) . 
Recognition rate (accuracy) and precision.
Every character recognized correctly is given the unit weight. Tables 2(a) and (b) show that R 2 p performs consistently for both normalized and non-normalized characters as well as for both writers. Recognition rates using R 2 p tend to be higher than those using the other four distance measures.
When similar recognition rates are achieved for different levels of character complexity (variation in the number of strokes), the recognition system is said to be precise. Three categories of character complexity are defined, namely (i) character of low complexity with less than 6 strokes,
(ii) character of medium complexity with 6 to 12 strokes, (iii) very complex character with more than 12 strokes. Writer A with greater experience shows higher precision rates regardless of normalization or otherwise when using R 2 p (Table 3 (a)). Writer B is less precise than Writer A with respect to R 2 p , although low precision is seen when CBDD, MD, MQDF and CMF are used (Tables 3(a) and (b)).
Characters in the high complexity category are most likely to be recognized accurately. This is probably because the larger number of strokes makes recognition easier.
Processing time.
The speed of the recognition system is an important factor for an efficient recognition system, in which the reduction in the processing time is crucial. The processing times are listed in Table 4 for feature extraction, rough classification and fine classification.
Comparison between different feature extraction methods.
Compared with other feature extraction methods such as the attributed relational graph (ARG), whole character-based hidden Markov model (HMM) and directional feature densities (DFDs), X-graph and Y-graph transformation may be regarded as the simplest method in terms of computation. This is illustrated in Table 5 . Figure 10 shows the processing time for the recognition of characters with varying numbers of strokes by using R 2 p , the MD, CBDD, MQDF and CMF. Characters withs number of strokes between 6 and 12 consume longer processing time. The frequencies of these characters are highest, suggesting that the processing time taken for fine classification will be greater. It is also seen in Fig. 10 that the recognition system with the proposed R 2 p results in the least processing time, followed by the MQDF, CMF, MD and CBDD (see Table 6 ). Table 7 , where the feature derived from the X-graph and Y-graph has the lowest dimension.
Comparison between distance measures.

Conclusion
A novel online HCCR system was proposed in this paper and was found to be efficient and simple to apply. This was made possible by the uniqueness and invariance of the X-graph and Y-graph which involved only simple computations. High accuracy and precision rates were achieved, strongly suggesting that the system is robust to non-normalization of characters as well as for characters in a wide range of complexity (number of strokes). The recognition system saved between 40.36% to 75.31% of processing time and this may be regarded as an added advantage of using the system.
Central to the development of the proposed recognition system is the coefficient R 2 p used, whose properties of boundedness, reflexivity and symmetry motivate its application as a similarity measure. The experiments showed R 2 p being robust to size, slant and position variation. In general, R 2 p is to be preferred over the use of the CBDD, MQDF, MD and CMF when accuracy and precision are considered. 
Methods
Processing steps Attributed relational graph (ARG) (Liu et al., 1996) Step 1: Perform strokes identification.
Step 2: Fit the strokes with straight lines.
Step 3: Determine geometric centres for each stroke.
Step 4: Construct a complete ARG with nodes and arcs.
Step 5: Convert the ARG to a generalized relation matrix. Whole character-based hidden Markov model (HMM) (Takahashi et al., 1997) Step 1: Estimate parameters, such as state transition probabilities, output emission probabilities and initial state probability through learning process, in which it is time-consuming.
Step 2: Determine HMM of the character. Directional feature densities (DFDs) (Kawamura et al., 1992) Step 1: Define vectors for each consecutive point on the strokes.
Step 2: Compute directional feature vectors.
Step 3: Define vector for square areas.
Step 4: Perform dimension condensation. X-Y graphs decomposition with the haar wavelet
Step 1: Define feature vectors from X-Y graphs.
Step 2: Implement the Haar wavelet transform. (Liu et al., 1996) (stoke-number) 2 , increase in the number of strokes will increase the feature size massively. For characters with the number of strokes between six and 12, which is typical in Chinese characters, dimension = [6 2 , 12 2 ] = [36, 144] .
Whole character-based hidden Markov model (HMM) (Takahashi et al., 1997) Sum of the sizes of parameters {aij }, {b 1 ik }, {b 2 il } and {πi}, which amounts to 2(N − 1) + N (L + 2) + N , where N is the number of states and L is the number of quantized directions. In the work of Takahashi et al. (1997) , it results in the feature size of 187 with N = 9 and L = 16. Directional feature densities (DFDs) (Kawamura et al., 1992) 8 × 8 × 4 = 256.
X-Y graphs decomposition with the Haar wavelet
Between 2 5 × 2 = 64 (inclusive) and 2 6 × 2 = 128 (exclusive).
More work needs to be done to address two limitations of the proposed recognition system. Firstly, it is dependent on the number of strokes and order. In particular, the problem encountered with characters of the number of strokes between 6 and 12 suggests investigating different recognition approaches. Secondly, only two writers using the CL2009 database were considered and there is a need to compare it with other databases.
